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The healthcare industry 
as a whole was already 
facing some daunting 
challenges around quality 
of care, shrinking budgets 
and staffing shortages.

Then the pandemic hit and exacerbated the 
challenges — and nowhere has that been more 
evident than in elderly care facilities. 

Even as we saw amazing nurses and other staff 
rise to the challenge and care for residents during 
unprecedented times, the pandemic has exposed 
clear vulnerabilities in processes, particularly 
around infectious disease and illness control.

Still, out of the disruption comes a tremendous 
opportunity to rethink old procedures and establish 
new ones that can have a positive impact on some 
of the biggest challenges the elderly care industry is 
facing right now. 

In this guide, we’ll offer insight on those challenges, 
as well as practical, actionable solutions you can 
use to effect long-lasting and positive change. 
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Challenge #1: High rates 
of infection transmission 

A trend across elderly care is that residents  
are entering facilities older, sicker and requiring 
much more care than in the past. That alone makes 
preventing infection and germ transmission critical 
priorities because the resident population is more 
vulnerable to viruses, bacteria, illness and disease. 

While the high rates of airborne illnesses in elderly 
care centers, such as the Flu and COVID-19, grab 
the headlines, the environment invites other serious 
risks, both for residents and staff, particularly around 
body fluid management. 

The seemingly simple act of emptying bedpans, 
helping residents use the bathroom, washing 
residents and changing bed pads invite risk for 
numerous infections and illnesses, including C.  
diff, CRE, VRE, Norovirus and Hepatitis A.

"The seemingly simple  
act of emptying bedpans, 
helping residents use 
the bathroom, washing 
residents and changing 
bed pads invite risk for 
numerous infections 
and illnesses."
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New opportunities 
in elderly care

While gloves and other protective barriers help, 
gloves rip, accidents happen and splashes 
occur, often on caregivers who must keep moving 
onto the next resident. 

To control transmission and reduce risk, it’s critical  
to put the right procedures and controls into 
place. So, what can you do to reduce 
transmission?  Avoid splashes. 

While that may seem obvious, many facilities  
are using processes where splashing isn’t 
just a possibility; it’s inevitable. For example: 

• Using bedpans and urinals without absorbent 
pads. As staff assist residents to eliminate and 
then clean up after them, there is a much greater 
risk of splashing without something to absorb the 
fluids.

• Dumping bedpans in in-room toilets. Even when 
staff is extremely careful, spills can happen on the 
floor, toilet or caregivers’ clothing. If they’re rinsing 
the bedpans using the hand shower or using rags 
or mops to clean up areas — even with 
disinfectant— bacteria and viruses can be missed 
and spread.

• Locating bedpan washers in centralized 
locations. When staff must carry the soiled 
equipment
out of residents’ rooms, they create too many 
opportunities for bacteria or viruses to be spread 
along the way. Additionally, most systems aren’t 
designed to fully remove all pathogens.
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Best practices for 
reducing infection 
transmission 

• Use disposable equipment and supplies. 
Whenever possible, use pads, bags and other 
supplies that don’t need to be washed or 
sanitized.

• Eliminate the need to carry soiled materials 
from the bedside. Enable staff to clean up and 
immediately dispose of any materials in a safe 
manner without having to go to other parts of the 
resident’s room or facility.

• Make it easy for staff. How diligent staff is in 
preventing transmission is dependent on the 
individual’s work ethic, how busy the person is,
or how understaffed the facility is at any given 
moment. Make it incredibly easy for staff to safely 
and quickly clean up after residents and dispose 
of soiled items.
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Challenge #2: Staffing 
shortages 

Prior to the pandemic, England was facing a 
nursing shortage, with a deficit of over 100,000 

nurses projected by 2031 1

The pandemic is expected to increase the 
shortage. In fact, according to an analysis of 
government data released by the House of 
Commons identified a need for urgent action on 
nursing shortages 2

The job is already stressful……. particularly in 
elderly care facilities, the turnover rate is over 30%, 
according to the Skills for Care’s Workforce 
Intelligence 3

While solving the cycle of turnover in elderly care 
is complex and multifaceted, it’s critical for leaders 
to take immediate steps to curb the exodus of 
talent from the industry.

"In elderly care facilities, 
the turnover rate is 50%, 
according to 
the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics3, and experts 
expect it to go higher."
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Best practices to help 
with staff turnover  

• Prioritise staff safety and health.
Your employees need to know that you are 
taking both their health, and the health of their 
loved ones seriously. Implement policy changes 
that reduce their exposure to illnesses and the 
risk of getting their families sick. That will be key 
to retaining them, but it also keeps them healthy, 
so you deal with fewer call-offs and unexpected 
absences which leave you short staffed.

• Simplify their jobs. While you may not be able to 
offer more money or perks, you can find ways to 
make the time they spend on the job better. For 
example, by making some of the less desirable 
aspects of their jobs, like dealing with bodily 
fluids, easier to manage.

• Help to boost their overall productivity and 
efficiency. When employees constantly feel
like they are running behind, it takes a toll, and 
rushing through tasks almost always leads to 
mistakes. Integrate new strategies to streamline 
the work and help them to work faster, so they 
can accomplish more without rushing. Doing so 
also frees more of their time to complete the vital 
work of engaging with residents and improving 
their overall quality of care.
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Challenge #3: Loss 
of trust 

The past year has been particularly hard for  
residents and the family members they’ve been 
separated from. Both are dealing with mental and 
emotional damage. Many have lived in fear for 
more than a year, as nursing homes and other 
long-term care facilities became hot spots for 
COVID. 

As a result, long-term care and elderly care facilities 
are facing an image problem. According to a Kaiser 
Health Poll survey4, only 35% of people said that 
nursing homes are doing a “good job” serving 
consumers. And while 24% of consumers reported 
trust in long-term care facilities in 2015, that number 
declined to just 18% in 2020, according to  
NRC Health5.

Many facilities will need to work to regain trust. 
Fortunately, everything we’ve discussed in this 
report, from upgrading processes to reduce  
illnesses to boosting staff job satisfaction,  
can be foundational to building that trust. 

"While 24% of consumers 
reported trust in long-term 
care facilities in 2015, that 
number declined to just 
18% in 2020, according  
to NRC Health5."
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Best practices to 
building back trust
• Put measures into place to reduce illnesses. 

The biggest step you can take to prove to 
residents and their loved ones that they can 
trust you to provide the highest quality of care is 
to implement new processes and invest in new 
products to prevent transmissible illnesses. 
Then educate them on the steps you are taking.

• Protect residents’ dignity. Those moments 
when residents have soiled themselves or
need to be bathed or assisted with elimination 
can be devastating mentally and emotionally. 
Enabling staff to more quickly, efficiently
and gently complete those tasks reduces
the embarrassment and helplessness residents 
can often feel. That can go a long way toward 
improving their mental health, which is vital to 
trust building.

• Boost staff job satisfaction. When healthcare 
workers are productive and efficient, they
have more time to focus on residents’ mental 
and emotional health. Even small productivity 
gains can make a big difference.
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Keep patients and staff 
healthy with Hygie® 

Hygie offers a full range of single-patient 
products for the handling and disposal of bodily 
fluids. With our products, staff can easily contain, 
replace and remove contaminated materials 
without ever leaving residents’ rooms. With 
Hygie, you:

• Prevent splattering and cross-contamination

• Eliminate the need for cleaning bedpans, urinals 
and commodes

• Avoid the risk of illness transmission to other 
patients and staff

• Reduce staff response time significantly, boosting 

productivity and job satisfaction

Plus, Hygie is an economical alternative to the 

products you are currently using. We’ll provide you 

with everything you need and automatically 

refresh your supplies on a recurring, scheduled 

basis, so you will always have essential stock on 

hand.
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“In my opinion, Hygie provides  
exactly what my hospital needed: 
a safer method of removing liquids 
and organic solids. The envelope 
and bag system is a formidable 
technique that eliminates the 
potential dangers of splashing 
that accompany traditional 
handling. We bought the Hygie 
bedpans and commodes very 
much to our satisfaction. It was 
easy for the nurses, attendants 
and practitioners to get started. 
Since we’ve been using Hygie 
envelopes, there’s been less 
turnover and fewer complaints 
from staff.” 
– Kimberly Presta, Infection Prevent and Control Advi-
sor, William Osler Health Systems, Canada.
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Talk to an expert at Hygie 

Hygie is recommended by microbiologist-infectious physicians, nurses 
in infection prevention and control, hygienists, government authorities 
and scientific publications.

If you are ready to reduce illness transmission — and keep both staff 
and residents healthy, contact us at Hygie.com or at 1 (866) 588-2221.
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Hygie is committed to green production and invests in sustai-
nable development. Using recycled materials, we manufac-
ture recyclable products with no expiration date. Our packa-
ging is also 100% recyclable.




